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I. PROCEDURAL POSTURE OF THE CASE 
 

The Federal Defendants have received an extension of time in which to 

respond.  All other named Defendants except Michael G. McLatchy have timely 

responded.  The State Court Judges, the Montana Attorney General and Defendants 

Harms and Stickles have each filed separate Motions to Dismiss.  Each Motion 

raises variations on abstention and judicial discretion, as well as defenses unique to 

each Motion.  The remainder of the responding Defendants have filed Answers. 

In line with this Court’s Order of June 3, 2014 and because there are 

common defenses raised in all Motions, the Tribes are filing individual Response 

Briefs to each Motion to Dismiss.  The Tribes’ Response Briefs build on each other 

in a successional path starting with the Tribes’ Response to the State Court Judges 

Brief (Judges Brief), then the Montana Attorney General’s Brief (AG Brief); and 

third, the Harms and Stickles Brief (Harms Brief).  In the interests of judicial and 

litigant economy, the Tribes will not repeat a legal argument in detail once it has 

been addressed in the first instance in a prior Tribal Brief on the same subject 

matter.  Rather, as necessary, the Tribes will summarize, incorporate by reference 

and cite to their brief containing the prior argument.  Additionally, the Tribes will 

address in detail in each Brief in Support of Dismissal those arguments unique to 

that Defendants’ legal rational for dismissal. 
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Finally, the Amended Complaint and the Brief of the State Courts were filed 

on the same day.  The Court Brief addresses the original Complaint, which named 

the State Courts, but not the Judges, as Defendants.  The Amended Complaint 

dropped the State Courts as Defendants and named the State Court Judges as 

Defendants.  Only minor substantive changes to the allegations in the Complaint 

were made to accommodate naming the Judges as Defendants.  The Tribes will 

address the State Court Brief as if it responds to the Amended Complaint rather 

than the obsolete original Complaint. 

II. INTRODUCTION 
 
 The reason the Tribes filed this Complaint, much like the reason they 

expressed in the AG Brief, is to avoid piecemeal water rights adjudication in 

violation of the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666.  As noted in the 

Amended Complaint (hereafter Complaint), there are three cases in the Twentieth 

Judicial District and one in the Water Court, brought by the same individuals, 

irrigation districts, special interest groups, and attorneys, all asking each state court 

to declare that either individual irrigators or irrigation districts own the right to 

irrigation water delivered by the FIIP.1  FIIP is the federal Flathead Indian 

                                                           
1  In a fifth and related case in the Twentieth Judicial District, entitled Harley 
Hettick et al. v. Roger Christopher, et al., Cause No. DV-14-9, a motion to 
disqualify has been brought against one of the attorneys of record in the state cases, 
alleging the ethical impropriety of representing both plaintiffs and defendants in 
the Hettick case. 
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Irrigation Project, built, owned and operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs within 

the boundaries of the Flathead Indian Reservation (FIR).  As discussed in detail at 

pp. 3-6 of the Tribes’ Brief in Response to the Judges Brief, the specific question 

of who owns FIIP irrigation water is the issue in each current state court case the 

Tribes and Attorney General take issue with.  The Tribes are not concerned with 

ancillary matters in those cases, nor are they addressed in the Amended Complaint 

(Complaint). 

 The Tribes and Attorney General simply provide different avenues to 

achieve that same goal of avoiding piecemeal water rights adjudication under the 

Montana Water Use Act.  The Attorney General, in his capacity as amicus, asks the 

Water Court and District Court to voluntarily dismiss the cases in front of them.  

The Tribes argue that the doctrine of res judicata requires the state courts to 

dismiss the same cases because that question was answered by the federal judiciary 

over seventy years ago.  See Tribes’ Response to Judges Brief at pp. 1-2, 6-10.  

The Tribes also argue that the Tribes and the United States are necessary and 

indispensable parties to a proper McCarran Act water rights adjudication involving 

FIR waters and that the Tribes are not parties to any of the state cases.  The United 

States is party to the Water Court case only.  The absence of the Tribes and U.S. 

necessitates dismissal of the state cases for lack of necessary and indispensable 

parties. 
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The doctrine of res judicata should be applied to bar the current efforts in 

state court to relitigate the ownership question.  It was resolved over seventy years 

ago in a series of federal cases.  The first, United States v. McIntire and the 

Flathead Irrigation District, 101 F.2d 650, 653 (9th Cir. 1939) overturned a trial on 

the merits, reported at 22 F.Supp. 316 (D. Mont. 1937) and concluded that when 

the Tribes reserved the FIR from its aboriginal territory, “[t]he United States 

became a trustee, holding bare legal title to the lands and waters for the benefit of 

the Indians.”  That Court also made clear that “[b]eing reserved, no title to waters 

could be acquired by anyone except as specified by Congress.”  McIntire, 101 F.2d 

at 654. 

Dissatisfied with those results, the individual irrigators and current 

Defendant Flathead Irrigation District sought unsuccessfully to relitigate the same 

question.  Once again the Ninth Circuit upheld the federal reserved water rights 

doctrine first enunciated in Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564 (1908), 

confirming that the United States owned irrigation water under FIIP, not individual 

irrigators or irrigation districts.  See Alexander et al. v. Flathead Irrigation District, 

131 F.2d 359, 360 (9th Cir. 1942). 

 Every Dismissal Brief fails to address this body of dispositive federal law 

laid out in the Complaint.  Seventy-plus years ago the federal judiciary declared 

that ownership of irrigation water delivered by FIIP is vested in the hands of the 
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United States in its capacity as trustee to the Tribes.  The Flathead Allotment Act 

(“FAA”), April 23, 1904 (33 Stat. 302), as amended, specifies exactly how an 

individual may obtain a water right to use irrigation water delivered by FIIP.  See 

Complaint at ¶¶ 63-104.  As alleged in the Complaint, ¶¶ 94-109, no person has 

met those Congressionally-imposed steps and accordingly, no one other than the 

United States has a “water right” to FIIP irrigation water, a right derived from the 

larger Tribal reserved water right identified in Winters, McIntire, and Alexander, 

and more recently in State ex rel. Greely v. Confederated Salish and Kootenai 

Tribes, 219 Mont. 76, 712 P.2d 754 (1985) (Greely). 

 The Harms Brief raises four defenses to the Complaint; abstention under 

Colorado River Conservation District v. United States, 424 U.S. 800 (1976) 

(Colorado), and abstention under Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (1971).  It also 

creates out of thin air an argument that the Tribes seek to discredit non-Indian title 

to lands open to homesteading and allotment under the terms of the Flathead 

Allotment Act and then refutes that straw man argument.  See Harms Brief at pp. 

17-27.  Finally, based upon their erroneous land grab theory, Harms asserts the 

alleged Tribal land grab is unsupported by factual allegations in the Complaint.  

That, of course, is true because the Tribes make no such allegations or request for 

relief.  The Tribes will respond in order presented by Harms. 
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III. ABSTENTION UNDER COLORADO RIVER DOES NOT APPLY 

A. Since the Question of Who Owns FIIP Irrigation Water Was Decided Over 
Seventy Years Ago, Abstention Under Colorado River, or Any Other 
Abstention Doctrine, is Not Relevant. 

 
 One of the fundamental forces driving Colorado is to promotion of “wise 

judicial administration” when there are concurrent state and federal cases on the 

same issue filed contemporaneously.  424 U.S. at 817.  That is not the case here, as 

the federal courts have ruled on FIIP water ownership approximately seventy years 

before any of the state court cases at issue were filed. 

Colorado also sought to avoid piecemeal adjudication of water rights in 

several different courts.  See Moses H. Cone Memorial Hosp. v. Mercury Const. 

Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 20-21 (1983).  That is what’s happening now and that is what 

the Tribes and the Attorney General seek to obviate, though in different manners.  

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decided the issue raised in all of the underlying 

State District Court and Water Court cases over seventy years ago.  As discussed in 

detail in the Tribes’ Brief in Response to the Judges, the federal judiciary held that 

the United States owns FIIP irrigation water in trust for the Tribes under the 

Winters doctrine.2  The purpose of the Tribes’ Complaint is to enjoin the state 

court judges from issuing any conflicting state court judgments, from issuing 

                                                           
2  This trustee ownership relationship is confirmed in Greely at 767, “the United 
States is not the owner of Indian reserved rights.  It is trustee for the benefit of the 
Indians.” 
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decisions in the absence of necessary and indispensable parties and from 

conducting improper piecemeal water rights adjudications in contravention of the 

McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666.  Also discussed in that Tribes’ Brief to 

the Judges is the fact that all named individual defendants and irrigation districts 

here were in a position of privity to the parties in McIntire and Alexander, and 

therefore the principle of res judicata bars them from attempting to relitigate the 

question now in any state court.3  

 Abstention also fails for lack of necessary and indispensable parties in the 

underlying state court cases.  The Tribes are not parties to any of the District Court 

cases. In fact, as Exhibit A to the Tribes’ Brief in Response to the Judges makes 

clear, the District Court expressly disclaims all jurisdiction over the Tribes and the 

United States, even though it is moving forward with a trial on the question of who 

owns FIIP irrigation water.  The Tribes are not party to the Water Court case 

because that case is premature.  The Tribes and its trustee the United State have 

until June 30, 2015 to file their water rights claims to be adjudicated by the Water 

Court in a proper McCarran general inter sese adjudication.  See § 85-2-702, 

                                                           
3 Accordingly, while doing a good job of manifesting the piecemeal nature of the 
four state cases, Harms’ admission that they are represented by the Flathead 
Irrigation District, a defendant in this case as well as a party in McIntire and 
Alexander, is an admission that they also are parties by privity to the state cases in 
which their district is a party.  Harms Brief at p. 9 n. 8. 
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MCA.  For the Water Court to rule only on ownership, in the absence of 

indispensable parties, is the definition of piecemeal adjudication. 

 Alternatively, should the Montana Legislature pass a water rights Compact 

in the 2015 Legislative session, this case and the state cases may well become 

moot.4  There are no Tribal or Federal water right claims for the Water Court to 

adjudicate.  The only question before the Water Court relevant to this litigation is 

who owns FIIP irrigation water.  Neither the Tribes nor the U.S. have filed 

substantive claims to that water yet.  What does exist, however, are the holdings in 

McIntire and Alexander. 

B. Harms Responds To A Case The Tribes Did Not File 
 
 Abstention is not applicable to this case. Nevertheless, the Tribes will 

address some of the more egregious misstatements Harms relies upon to try and 

make applicable the abstention doctrine addressed in Colorado. 

1. Harms argues that the first issue in addressing the discretionary application 

of Colorado abstention is what court was filed in first.  As discussed above, the 

numerous recent state court cases were initiated by persons and irrigation districts 

who today are in privity with those early dispositive federal decisions.  So, the 

timing factor fails to meet the first Colorado factor. 
                                                           
4 Harms refers to the negotiated Compact between the Tribes, the United States and 
the State of Montana that was entered into the 2013 Legislative session as an 
“unlawful compact.”  Harms Brief at p. 6.  The Harms have reached a somewhat 
inflammatory conclusion that no court has ever ruled on. 
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Additionally, and importantly, Harms never argues that Colorado abstention 

applies to the three Twentieth Judicial District Court cases.  Accordingly, under 

Harms’ rationale, we could confront abstention in this Court to the Water Court, 

but not to three District Court cases.  This omission runs throughout Harms Brief, 

which will by definition result in the type of vexatious piecemeal adjudication that 

Colorado abstention seeks to avoid. 

2. Harms argues that the second Colorado factor, geographic location of the 

courts, is not a significant factor.  Harms Brief at p. 8.  However, this Court is in 

fact several hundred miles closer to the subject matter than is the Water Court. 

3. The third Colorado factor is avoidance of piecemeal litigation.  Harms Brief 

at p. 9.  The facts of this situation manifest piecemeal adjudication in three 

different courts, one of which has expressly disclaimed all jurisdiction over the 

Tribes and the United States and the other which, if it undertakes the question, is at 

best statutorily premature, as the Tribes have until June 30, 2015 to file any water 

right claims to FIIP irrigation water.  Further, any litigation would be conducted 

without a necessary and indispensable party, the Tribes.  Such an action raises the 

question of the adequacy of the Montana Water Use Act as applied.  See Greely at 

765. 

 Harms reaches the conclusion that it is fine for the Water Court to proceed, 

relying on that portion of the decision in Greely that held the Montana Water Use 
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Act adequate on its face.  Greely did hold that Act is facially adequate to 

adjudicate the Tribes’ reserved and aboriginal water rights (Greely at 766) but 

expressly left open the question of adequacy as applied.  Greely at 786.  For the 

judges from either Water Court or the District Court to rule on the cases before 

them will bring the “adequacy as applied” question to the forefront.  Once again, 

Harms fails to address the efforts of District Court cases, rendering his argument 

hollow. 

 Harms also grossly misrepresents the Tribes’ position in this case.  For 

example, he asserts that contrary to Complaint ¶ 21, in which the Tribes expressly 

disclaim any desire or intent to quantify anyone’s claims to water, “Quantification 

is exactly the relief sought by Plaintiffs---specifically, quantification of 100% of 

the water in their favor.”  Harms Brief at p. 10.  That is pure inflammatory 

fabrication.  The Prayer for Relief seeks no quantification.  Nowhere in the 

Complaint do the Tribes even hint at seeking any quantification.  There are no 

Tribal requests for quantification.  Those will come when the Tribes file their 

claims in accordance with the Montana Water Use Act. 

4. The fourth Colorado factor is which court first assumed jurisdiction over the 

subject matter.  Harms Brief at p. 11.  He asserts that the Water Court did.  He 

makes no assertion regarding the three District Court cases.  He fails to recognize 
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that the Ninth Circuit assumed jurisdiction over the subject matter and definitively 

ruled on it thirty years before the Montana Water Court first came into existence. 

5. The fifth Colorado factor addresses the ability of a state court to apply 

federal law to the case.  Harms Brief at p. 12.  Given the applicability of res 

judicata to this case, The Tribes merely reiterate the points made in subsection 3 

above. 

6. The sixth Colorado factor is whether the state courts are capable of 

protecting the rights of federal litigants.  Harms Brief at p. 13.  While asserting that 

to be true, Harms provides no authority to support his conclusion.  Furthermore, he 

only concludes that the Water Court has that capacity.  He offers no opinion about, 

nor any support for, the competency of the state District Court, the court that has 

expressly disclaimed jurisdiction over the Tribes and the U.S.  This begs the 

piecemeal adjudication Colorado seeks to avoid. 

7. Seventh on the Colorado list is an effort to avoid forum shopping.  Harms 

Brief at p. 14.  Harms claims that the Tribes are forum shopping by filing this case.  

If ever there was an example of forum shopping, it lies in the four state court cases 

in two different courts and in which most of the parties are essentially the same and 

are represented by the same legal counsel.  That is forum shopping per se and per 

se piecemeal adjudication that the Tribes and the Attorney General seek to bring an 

end to. 
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 Somehow Harms has concluded that the Tribes are “claiming that their water 

rights are somehow exempt from” the Water Court Adjudication.  Id.  That too is 

false.  The Tribes have followed the rules of the Montana Water Use Act; first, by 

continuing to try and reach a water rights compact acceptable to the Montana 

Legislature, and second, by spending millions of dollars to develop a 

comprehensive set of water rights claims both on and off of the FIR to be filed at 

the Legislatively established date in 2015. 

8. The last Colorado factor requires analysis of whether or not the state court 

can resolve all the issues before the federal court.  Harms simply says “the 

Montana Water Court proceedings will resolve Plaintiff’s requests for declaratory 

relief.”  Harms Brief at p. 15.  Leaving aside the fact that the Tribes also seek 

injunctive relief against the State Court judges, he provides no authority for his 

conclusion.  He simply does not address the abilities or the role of the District 

Court at all. 

 Even if res judicata were not dispositive of the issues actually raised by the 

Tribal Complaint, Harms has failed to meet the requirements for Colorado 

abstention. 

IV. ABSTENTION UNDER YOUNGER DOES NOT APPLY 
 
 For the reasons addressed above, primarily the application of res judicata, 

Younger abstention does not apply in this case.  The Tribes discuss in more detail 
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why McIntire and Alexander defeat the discretionary standards for application of 

Younger abstention at pp. 17-19 of the Tribes’ Response to the Judges Brief. 

 There is one puzzlingly unclear statement on p. 15 of Harms Brief.  It is 

asserted that, 

DNRC is in the process of issuing a Summary Report for the Montana Water 
Court to adjudicate all claims. …Furthermore, over 3,068 separate water 
rights claims–including claims by Plaintiffs-have been filed and reviewed 
for conflicts. 
 
If in fact the Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 

(DNRC) has reviewed any Tribal water rights claims and if in fact DNRC is 

issuing a Summary Report for water rights claim examinations on the FIR, it is 

doing so in direct violation of ¶¶ 1 and 9, a Water Court Order dated November 19, 

2009 and attached as Exhibit A to this Brief, specifically barring those two DNRC 

actions.5  A copy of that Water Court Order is attached as Exhibit A to this brief. 

 The Tribes have until June 30, 2015 to file their water rights claims on and 

off of the FIR.  See 85-2-702 (3), Montana Code Annotated.  Until that date, any 

                                                           
5 The Tribes have acquired lands with existing DNRC claims, and those claims 
may have been examined by DNRC.  The Order pertains to any claims filed by the 
Tribes and the United States.  The number of water rights claims on file with 
DNRC exceeds two hundred thousand individual claims state-wide.  It is unclear 
what Harms’ reference to 3,068 claims means, since it is not tied to any specific 
Water Court adjudication basin and does not accurately reflect the number of water 
rights claims filed with DNRC for the FIR on Basin 76L and 76LJ, within which 
the FIR exists. 
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Montana Water Court effort to adjudicate waters on the FIR is statutorily 

premature.  

V. THE ARGUMENT THAT THE TRIBES ARE SEEKING TO 
RECLAIM PATENTED NON-INDIAN RESERVATION FEE LANDS 
IS NONSENSE 

 
 The Prayer for Relief in the Complaint is what the Tribes argue for in the 

Complaint.  It’s all about water.  Contrary to the Harms Brief at pp. 17-27, the 

Tribes seek nothing regarding land title.  The Tribes’ request for declaratory relief 

pertains to ownership of irrigation water delivered by FIIP and whether or not 

owners of fee patented FIR lands served by FIIP have followed the process 

Congress specified in the FAA to acquire a water right.  See Complaint at ¶¶ 42-

44.  The Tribes’ request for injunctive relief only seeks to enjoin the state court 

judges from ruling on the water ownership question, not land ownership.  The 

Tribes Response Brief to the Judges explains this res judicata argument in detail at 

pp. 1-2 and 6-10. 

 Somehow, Harms has gleaned out of a water rights case an argument that the 

Tribes seek to terminate fee patents on the FIR.  One thing the Tribes and Harms 

can agree on is that FIR land ownership question was settled in Confederated 

Salish and Kootenai Tribes v. United States, 437 F.2d 458 (Ct. Cl. 1971).  The 

Tribes were compensated for an unlawful taking of FIR lands arising out of the 

FAA and were divested of hundreds of thousands of acres of FIR land under the 
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FAA.  Harms accurately refers to that litigation as “regarding surplus lands within 

the Reservation.”  Harms Brief at p. 18 (emphasis added).  Harms inaccurately 

asserts that the Tribes “now claim continuing title to those same lands.”  Id. 

(emphasis added).  Similar references to “land” appear throughout pp. 17-27 of the 

Harms Brief.  Nowhere in the Complaint do the Tribes allege or even infer such a 

thing.  Harms is right when he asserts any such Tribal claim for lands is barred by 

res judicata.  Harms Brief at pp. 17-23.  That’s why the Tribes do not make any 

claim for any land in their Complaint. 

 It is conceivable that the Tribes’ allegations in the Complaint regarding the 

fact that Reservation lands went directly from aboriginal title to FIR status and 

therefore never fell into “public land” status has spawned Harm’s fears.  In Ash 

Sheep Company v. United States, 252 U.S. 159, 167 (1920), the Court found that 

Reservation land owned by the Crow Tribe and subsequently patented to non-

Indians are not public lands.  This is so because Congress directed the Secretary to 

sell such lands in his capacity of trustee to the Tribes.  Furthermore, the Secretary, 

in his trustee role, deposited the proceeds from the sale for the benefit of the Tribe, 

not into a general treasury account established for proceeds from the sale of public 
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lands.  That is exactly the legal history of the “surplus” patented lands on the FIR.  

See Complaint ¶¶ 47-57. 6 

 Contrary to Harms’ assertion at p. 24, the simple act of a Presidential 

Proclamation opening Reservation lands to non-Indian ownership does not show 

“that such lands became part of the public domain.”  The Proclamation opening the 

FIR to non-Indian ownership is only one piece of the complex chain of title 

identified in the Complaint and nowhere in that Proclamation did President Taft 

proclaim those “surplus” FIR lands to be “public lands.”  See Complaint at ¶¶ 71-

72. 

 There are two reasons the Tribes present this chain of title argument in the 

Complaint.  First, to make clear that, except as specified in the FAA, “public land” 

laws, such as the 1902 Reclamation Act of June 17, 1902, P.L. 57-161 (32 Stat. 

388), do not apply on the FIR except as specified by Congress in the FAA, as 

amended.  Second, to demonstrate that in the FAA, as amended, Congress imposed 

very specific requirements upon persons who wished to acquire a water right to 

irrigation water under the FIIP.  See Complaint at ¶¶ 63-104.  It is the Tribes’ 

contention that those claims to water have not been perfected. 

                                                           
6 Harms cites to Hagen v. Utah, 510 U.S. 399, 412 (1994) for the proposition that 
FIR lands open for non-Indian entry are “public lands” because they were once 
owned by the United States.  As discussed above, the Supreme Court in Ash Sheep 
addressed that contention on the particular facts of the Crow Indian Reservation 
and came to the opposite conclusion. 
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VI. HARMS’ ASSERTION THAT THE COMPLAINT IS FACIALLY 
INADEQUATE IS BASED ON THE FABRICATED LAND GRAB 
THEORY 

 
 Harms asserts the Complaint fails because “Plaintiffs’ factual allegations do 

not reasonably lead to the relief they seek regarding title to Landowners lands.”  

Harms Brief at p. 24 (emphasis added).  The entirety of this portion of Harms Brief 

is predicated on the misconception that the Tribes are seeking any land-based 

relief; that the Tribes seek to divest lawful owners of non-Indian lands on the FIR 

of their lands.  To be clear, Harms asserts that Complaint fails because they believe 

that the Complaint merely “supports the inference that Plaintiffs seek a declaration 

that their title to surplus lands patented to settlers, including Landowners’ 

predecessors was never extinguished.”  Harms Brief at p. 26 (emphasis added). 

 Harms never argues that the Tribes’ factual allegations in the Complaint 

regarding ownership of irrigation water delivered by FIIP are insufficient.  Harms 

never argues that the accuracy of the Tribes’ factual allegations regarding the 

several state court cases that gave rise to this water rights Complaint are 

insufficient.  Instead, Harms’ creates an argument about land the Tribes never 

made in the Complaint then asserts that nonexistent Tribal claim fails the well 

plead complaint rule. This type of sophistry should not be condoned.  
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VII. CONCLUSION 
 
 For the reasons expressed directly in this Brief, as well as those portions of 

the Tribes’ Response Briefs to the Judges and the Attorney General incorporated 

herein by reference, Harms’ Motion to Dismiss should be denied. 

Respectfully submitted this 23rd day of July, 2014. 

 
 

/s/ John B. Carter 
John B. Carter 

      CONFEDERATED SALISH AND 
      KOOTENAI TRIBES  
      Attorney for Plaintiff 
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